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ABSTRACT
Software developers can reduce the implementation cost by calling
already provided functions through accessing library Application
Programming Interface (API). APIs are often used in combination
but how to combine them are not well-documented. Existing re-
searches focused on how to extract API usage patterns or how to
detect API misuse from existing software. This kind of research
might be affected by dataset to analyze, so to improvemining results
and to understand how the difference of API usage patterns affect
the software health are important tasks. We conducted an analysis
on variations of API usage pattern among software projects and
their version history with Android SDK APIs and Android applica-
tions. Based on our analysis results, we made some suggestions for
further API analysis. For example, there are many project-specific
API usage patterns and long-life uncommon API usage patterns
so that they might affect the mining result or checking software
health status.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→Maintaining software; Soft-
ware evolution.
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APIs, API patterns, Android
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Application Programming Interface (API) is a set of functions
to communicate with libraries or platforms from client applications.
Software developers can reduce the implementation cost by calling
already provided functions through accessing library APIs [9, 14].
Well-maintained and widely-used APIs are reliable because main-
tainers of APIs and many users can find bugs or implement new
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features. Users of APIs can receive these benefits by updating li-
braries. Thus, using reliable APIs also contributes to keeping client
applications’ good health.

APIs are often used in combination to implement a feature. So
the key to help developers to write a complex code and to avoid
reinventing the wheel is identifying how to combine APIs in exist-
ing software. To support developers to learn how to use APIs in
combination, repository mining technique is applied to extract API
usage patterns [27].

API misuse is a major cause of failure of software, including
vulnerability and performance bugs [5, 13]. However, APIs are
often used as variations of major patterns. For example, some APIs
have an optional method which developer can choose whether they
use or not. In some cases instance of the object is passed as an
argument so that a method to generate an instance is not called.
Considering these situations, minor API usage patterns are not
always the misuse. Another concern is that the reliability of API
usage patterns extracted automatically are depends on the analysis
target [28]. If a project in the dataset contains a large number
of specific API usage patterns, it becomes the major pattern and
will affect the extract result regardless of whether it is a project-
specific pattern or not. Despite these problems, it is not revealed
that whether the difference of software development projects affect
the API usage patterns.

We should also focus on the API uses in the history in the soft-
ware development project. The majority of API usage patterns can
be changed over time according with updating software. In addition,
libraries are also upgraded and deprecated or newly introduced
APIs will override existing API usage patterns. Thus, mining-based
approaches will be affected by target versions they choose. In ad-
dition, if the minor API usage patterns survive for a long time, it
may not have affected a significant impact to the software health.

To improve mining results and to understand how the difference
of API usage patterns affect the software health, we conducted an
analysis on variations of API usage pattern among software projects
and their version history. In this paper, we conducted a case study
with Android SDK as a source of APIs and Android applications as
an analysis target, and conducted project-wide and historical anal-
ysis to reveal the difference of API usage patterns among software
development projects and throughout their evolution history.

The followings are the summary of our case study results.

• While some of API usage patterns are frequently used but
there are many uncommon API usage patterns.

• Most of the API usage patterns consist of frequent API usage
pattern with additional API calls. However, there are still
many API usage patterns that are not the variant of frequent
API usage patterns.
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• Frequent API usage patterns among projects are the major
part of patterns, but there is an API that most of API usage
patterns are project-specific. It depends on APIs.

• Frequent API usages are widely used in various projects,
even though most of API usage patterns are project-specific.

• With the new releases of the project, the number of API
usage patterns increases. However, not only an increase in
API usage patterns but also a decrease in API usage patterns
occur at the same time in most of the projects.

We describe related woks about API usage pattern mining and
analysis of APIs in Section 2. The case study is described in the Sec-
tion 3 and it includes more detailed results. And finally, we conclude
and make a suggestion for further API research in Section 4.

2 RELATEDWORKS
API documentation is an important resource to find out how to
combine APIs to archive implementing a feature. However, docu-
mentation often lacks information and it is difficult to learn API
usages for developers of client applications. For example, learning
resources such as documentation do not describe enough informa-
tion, or each API call is easy to understand but it is not clear that
how to combine APIs to archive the developers’ task [8, 16, 17, 25].

To support developers to learn how to use APIs, various ap-
proaches are proposed based on mining existing codebase. MAPO
[27] is a method that extracts API usage patterns from source code.
Given the method name or the class name of API as a query, MAPO
collects source files related to the query and extract frequently
appearing API uses from them. Their result contains redundant
usages, so UP-Miner [24] introduced two-steps clustering to im-
prove mining results. They also proposed metrics to evaluate the
API usage mining result. MLUP [19] also detects the pattern of
API calls. This method focuses on the co-relationship with API
methods to clustering so that users can distinguish APIs always
used together or used in specific situations. AST-based API usage
mining approach is also proposed by Lämmel et al.

Online resources such as Q&A forum and blog posts are also
important learning and mining resources [18, 23]. Instead of mining
API usages from complete source code, Azad et al. proposed a
predictive model to predict changes in API usages from software
development history and Stack Overflow posts [2]. Library itself is
also combined with another library to use. LibRec [21] and LibCUP
[20] focuses on usage patterns of libraries to indicate which set of
libraries are co-used together to developers.

However, collecting API usage examples is a hard task, especially
for mining good examples or newly released libraries. Fowkes et al.
proposed a tool named PAM [6], a near parameter-free probabilistic
algorithm. PAM employs a machine learning technique to find out
the most interesting API call patterns. They also reported that hand-
written examples do not cover real API usages, only 27% coverage
in their experiment.

Lack of API documentation leads developers to misuse API. API
misuse is a major cause of failure of software, including vulnerabil-
ity and performance bugs [5, 13]. Zhang et al. studied code snippets
on Stack Overflow and found out that almost one-third of posts may
contain potential API usage violations [28]. To deal with the API
misuse problem, some researches focus on automatically finding

public void xyz(List<SomeClass> list) {
SomeClass s = list.get(7);
while (s.hasNext()) {

s.goToNext();
}
s.goToNext();

}

public void abc() {
SomeClass s = new SomeClass();
while (s.hasNext()) {

s.goToNext();
}

}

Someclass.new()
hasNext()
goToNext()

List.get()
hasNext()
goToNext()

hasNext()
goToNext()

(without instance)

:1

:1

:2

#use

Methods API usage patterns

Figure 1: An example: How to extract API usage patterns

misuse of method calls [1, 10, 15]. The mutation analysis technique
is introduced to this area and its evaluation result achieves high
precision in finding API misuses [26].

In this research, we investigated APIs from the Android Soft-
ware Development Kit (Android SDK) [4]. Android [7] is one of
the most popular platforms for mobile phones and tablets. Android
application developers use the Android SDK which includes APIs
to control a camera, a GPS device, a touch screen and so on. The
Android SDK and Android applications are very popular and widely
used for many areas of software engineering research [3, 11, 22].
The point of view of focusing on Android APIs and its usage, the
work by McDonnell et al. is a very important research [12]. They
analyzed API evolutions of the Android SDK and how client applica-
tions follow the updates. One big difference between their research
and our case study is that we are focusing on the changes in client
application by investigating a set of APIs while they were mainly
focusing on changes in the SDK.

3 CASE STUDY
We conducted a project-wide and historical analysis to reveal the dif-
ference of API usage patterns among software development projects
and throughout their evolution history.

In this paper, we use the terms “API usage pattern” and “#use
of the pattern”. The term API usage pattern is the sequence of
API calls. It is extracted from each method of application code and
contains the sequence of API calls of a specific class in the Android
SDK. The number of API usage patterns (#pattern) represents how
many API usage patterns are there in the project. The term #use
of the pattern (#use) represents how many instances of API usage
patterns appear in the project.

We conducted the case study to answer the following research
questions.
RQ1 How many API usage patterns are contained in Android

application projects and what is the difference between fre-
quent API usage patterns and uncommon ones?

RQ2 What is the difference in API usage patterns among projects?
RQ3 How the new releases of applications affect API usage pat-

terns and their #use?

3.1 Extracting API Usage Patterns
Ourmethodology to extract API usage patterns is based on the static
analysis. Figure 1 shows a small example of how to extract API
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Table 1: Target APIs

API Function
android.content.Context A global information about an application environment
android.content.Intent Interface to pass information among applications
android.database.Cursor Accessor to the search result of database

Table 2: Dataset

Project name LOC (latest version)
AmazeFileManager 47,065
AndroidUtilCode 42,116
bitcoin-wallet 24,905
cgeo 109,288
codenameone 591,149
collect 75,790
ExoPlayer 195,539
fresco 109,099
k9 125,541
mapbox 40,437
news-android 20,828
owncloud 63,162
owntracks 14,812
photoview 2,305
realm-java 136,333
RedReader 45,837
robolectric 4,972
Signal-Android 111,234
skytube 20,083
wikipedia 76,402
WordPress 151,074
Total 2,052,505

usage patterns from two methods. We got two methods abc() and
xyz() using SomeClass. Firstly, we find the instance of SomeClass.
In both methods, we can see that a variable s is created. Then we
extract themethod calls of s in order of appearance in the text. Some
API calls are included in the loop or are used repeatedly. However,
counting the loop makes many minor API usage patterns with a
non-essential difference so we extract only the first appearance
of each API call. Now we extracted two API usage patterns in the
upper right of the figure. Both API usage patterns appear once, so
their #use are both 1.

While conducting this research, we have noticed that many
API usage patterns have their variants which have common subse-
quence of API calls. We found that they are mainly caused by their
different initial method call to getting an instance. For example,
getting an instance from collections or creating a new instance.
Therefore, we also examined API usage patterns without methods
that getting or generating an instance (hereinafter referred to as
without instance). Following this method, we ignore the methods
that getting or generating an instance then only one API usage
pattern is extracted (lower right).

Table 3: API usage patterns we extracted

API class name #pattern (w/o instance) #use
android.content.Context 44 18 218
android.content.Intent 213 144 1233
android.database.Cursor 206 136 380

3.2 Analysis Target
In the case study, we analyzed Android APIs and their usage pat-
terns in client applications. In detail, we analyze API usage patterns
of 3 Android APIs. Table 1 shows the list of target Android APIs.
We have collected 21 Android application projects from GitHub to
mining API usage patterns. For each project, we picked up versions
that released every six months from January 2016 and collected six
versions. For each version, we analyzed Java source files to extract
API usage patterns. The list of projects and their LOC at the latest
version are shown in Table 2.

Before the detailed analysis, we explored how many API usage
patterns and their #use there are in our dataset. Table 3 shows the
result. Both Intent and Cursor have a large number of API usage
patterns while Context has a limited number of API usage patterns
despite their total #use is not so small.

3.3 RQ1
How many API usage patterns are contained in Android application
projects and what is the difference between frequent API usage patterns
and uncommon ones?

In RQ1, we focus on the frequency of API usage patterns and
reveal how the API usage pattern appears in client projects. We
analyzed the latest versions of each Android application project in
this part.

We investigated the distribution of #use. Figures 2, 3, and 4 are
the frequency distribution graph of each API usage patterns. The
horizontal axis represents #use, and the vertical axis represents
#pattern. Their common points are that most of the API usage
patterns are used 5 times or less but some of the API usage patterns
have a large number of #use. Context for example, top-5 API usage
patterns account for 65% and uncommon 36 API usage patterns
whose #use is 5 or less account for 25% of total #use.

Table 5 shows the top-5 API usage patterns for each APIs. We
can see that most of API usage patterns are only getting instance
or appending single API call with getting instance. Table 6 shows
the top 5 API usage patterns without instance. This result does not
contain the method calls to getting instance but these API usage
patterns also consist of one or two API calls.

As we can see that frequent API usage patterns contain a few
API calls, we made a hypothesis that uncommon patterns are the
variants of frequent patterns. The variants of API calls are classified
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Figure 3: Frequency distribution of
Intent API usage patterns
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Cursor API usage patterns

Table 4: Variants of frequent API usage patterns

API Frequent pattern (# use >=10) expand sub not a variant

Intent

setAction/ 30 -

52

setAction/putExtra/ 15 2
setData/ 15 -
putExtra/ 58 -
addFlags/ 20 -
setType/putExtra 14 -
setClass/setAction 1 1
setType/ 20 -
putExtra/addFlags/ 10 2
putExtras/ 1 -
setDataAndType/ 14 -

Cursor

moveToFirst/ 67 -

15
moveToNext/getString/ 40 2
moveToFirst/close/ 43 2
getCount/ 28 -
moveToNext/ 64 -

into expand which represents the API usage pattern is based on
the frequent API usage pattern and some more API calls are ap-
pended, and sub which represents the API usage pattern is a subset
of the frequent API usage pattern. We firstly extracted frequent
patterns (without instance) whose #use is 10 or higher, and then
we investigated how many patterns are their variants.

Table 4 shows the result. A column “not a variant” means they
are neither frequent API usage pattern nor their variants. Context
has a small number of API usage patterns so it is excluded from
this table. From this result, most of the frequent API usage patterns
have 10 or higher their expanded variants and there are few subsets
of the frequent API usage patterns. In this table, we can see that
8 of 9 subsets of the frequent API usage patterns also appear as
frequent API usage patterns. The reason why Intent has many
non-variant API calls is that frequent API usage patterns consist
of sending a message like setSomething or putSomething so that
APIs getting a message are considered as uncommon patterns in
this case study.

Here we conclude the result of RQ1:

• While some of API usage patterns are frequently used but
there are many uncommon API usage patterns. Top-5 API
usage patterns account for 65% of #use while about to 36

million API usage patterns are five or fewer #use in our
dataset.

• Most of the API usage patterns consist of the frequent API
usage pattern with additional API calls. However, there are
still many API usage patterns that are not the variant of
frequent API usage patterns.

3.4 RQ2
What is the difference in API usage patterns among projects?

In RQ2, we focus on the difference among the client projects. We
analyzed the latest versions of each Android application project in
this part.

We firstly investigated how many projects use each API usage
pattern. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the results. Each dot represents
an API usage pattern and shows how many projects using it and
how many #use in total. In Context and Intent, the larger num-
ber of projects using API usage patterns, the larger #use in total
and their correlation coefficient are greater than 0.9. We should
note that there are also cases that an API usage pattern appears
in only one project but its #use is larger than 10, so there is some
dispersion. Cursor, on the other hand, the scatter plot is dispersed
and no strong correlation with a number of projects and their #use.
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Table 5: Top 5 API usage patterns

Rank Context Intent Cursor
1 getContext/ Intent/putExtra/ query/
2 getApplicationContext/ Intent/ rawQuery/moveToFirst/
3 getContext/getString/ Intent/setAction/putExtra/ query/moveToNext/
4 getContext/getResources/ Intent/setData/ rawQuery/
5 getActivity/ Intent/setAction/ rawQuery/moveToFirst/moveToNext/

Table 6: Top 5 API usage patterns (without instance)

Rank Context Intent Cursor
1 getString/ putExtra/ moveToFirst/
2 getResources/ setAction/putExtra moveToFirst/close
3 startActivity/ setData moveToNext
4 getPackageName setAction/ moveToNext/getString
5 getSystemService/ addFlags getCount/
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Cursor API usage patterns

Especially, some of the frequent API usage patterns appear in only
one project and those project-specific API usage patterns account
for a large percentage in the frequent API usage patterns.

Secondly, we investigated whether all of the projects in the
dataset use project-specific API usage patterns or not. We counted
#API use for top-5 API usage patterns and project-specific API
usage patterns. Table 7 shows the result. In Context and Intent,
top-5 API usage patterns are used over 60% in total #use and also
widely used in various projects especially in the project which
total #use is large. On the other hand, most of the projects have
their project-specific API usage patterns and it is 20% in total. In
Cursor we got a different result from those two APIs. Top-5 API
usage patterns appear in only 13% in total and over 70% of #use are
project-specific.

Here we conclude the result of RQ2:

• In some APIs, frequent API usage patterns among projects
are the major part of patterns, but there is an API that most of
API usage patterns are project-specific. It depends on APIs.

• Frequent API usages are widely used in various projects,
even though most of API usage patterns are project-specific.

3.5 RQ3
How the new releases of applications affect API usage patterns and
their #use?

In RQ3, we focused on the changes of API usage patterns and
their #use in the evolution history of client applications. We ana-
lyzed all versions in the dataset.

Figure 8 represents the transition of Context API usage patterns
and their #use with six versions we extracted by stacked line chart.
The horizontal axis represents the versions, and the vertical axis
represents #use. Each color represents API usage pattern and its
width along with vertical axis represents #use of the API usage
pattern. Frequent API usage patterns in the old version are also
frequent in the new version and their #use are keep increasing.
Uncommon API usage patterns, on the other hand, tend to repeat
the little increase and decrease. Figure 9 shows those uncommon
API usage patterns in detail. Inmany uncommonAPI usage patterns,
#use shifts from zero to a few or from a few to zero. Intent and
Cursor also follow a similar pattern.

Table 8 shows #pattern for each project comparing the oldest
and the newest versions in the dataset. Basically, #pattern is in-
creased from the old version to the new version, 1.5 times larger
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in total. Source code is likely added and becomes larger in the
software development projects, and #pattern also becomes larger
accordingly.

However, when we count #pattern without instance, it is not in-
creased greatly. In Cursor there are a little increase and in Intent
and Context there are almost the same #pattern among old and
new versions. Looking into the newly appeared API usage patterns,
5 of 17 in Context, 34 of 55 in Intent, and 32 of 65 in Cursor are
caused by applying new method call to get an instance to existing
API usage patterns. In addition, many method calls to get an in-
stance are project-specific, 4 in Context, 53 in Intent, and 47 in

Cursor. We can see that there are project-specific manners to get
an instance and they affect the mining result of API usage pattern
and its historical analysis.

We also investigated how #use increases and decreases for each
project. As we described above, a method call to getting instance is
mostly project-specific so we analyzed API usage patterns without
instance. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the increase and decrease of
API usage patterns while upgrading to new versions. The horizon-
tal axis represents the decreases, and the vertical axis represents
increases. Each dot represents each new release. From those plots,
not only an increase of API usage pattern but also a decrease of
API usage pattern occurs at the same time, while increases are
much larger than decreases. This result matches the phenomenon
we analyzed in Figure 9, API usage patterns newly appeared and
disappeared with new releases.

Here we conclude the result of RQ3:
• Frequent API usage patterns in the old version tend to in-
crease their #use with new releases. Uncommon API usage
patterns, on the other hand, newly appeared and disappeared
with new releases.

• With the new releases of the project, #pattern increases.
However, not only an increase in API usage patterns but also
a decrease in API usage patterns occur at the same time in
most of the projects.

• The increase of API usage pattern is mainly caused by ap-
plying a new method call to get an instance to the existing
API usage pattern, but this tendency depends on the API.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated API usage patterns and its #use with
3 APIs from the Android SDK and 24 client applications. From our
result, we can suggest the following topics.

• In some APIs, there are many project-specific API usage
patterns so API usage patterns extracted by mining will
be strongly affected by the target dataset. Popularity-based
misuse detection also might be affected.

• Some uncommon API usage patterns increase or decrease at
the same period among multiple applications. This kind of
trend would helpful for understanding the reliability of API
usage pattern.

• Most of the API usage patterns are consist of the frequent
API usage pattern with additional API calls and subsets of
the frequent API usage patterns also appear as frequent
API usage patterns. We should consider such variants when
mining API usage patterns.

We did not analyze whether such kind of variations of API usage
patterns are harmful or not, so we would like to expand this project-
wide and historical approach to other API usage pattern mining
techniques. We also would like to help developers to show how
many API usage patterns are there in their developing project and
whether the uncommon API usage patterns are long-life or not.
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Table 7: #use of top-5 API usage patterns and project-specific API usage patterns

API Context Intent Cursor
Project top-5 (%) peoject-specific (%) top-5 (%) peoject-specific (%) top-5 (%) peoject-specific (%)
AmazeFileManager 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 31 (65%) 6 (12%) 0 (0%) 15 (65%)
AndroidUtilCode 0 (0%) 10 (100%) 47 (58%) 15 (18%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
bitcoin-wallet 3 (75%) 1 (25%) 15 (51%) 10 (34%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%)
cgeo 2 (50%) 1 (25%) 68 (72%) 14 (14%) 3 (20%) 6 (40%)
codenameone 20 (90%) 1 (4%) 26 (50%) 15 (29%) 0 (0%) 6 (54%)
collect 0 (0%) 1 (25%) 45 (54%) 25 (30%) 0 (0%) 55 (96%)
ExoPlayer 2 (66%) 0 (0%) 4 (36%) 5 (45%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
fresco 7 (100%) 0 (0%) 4 (57%) 1 (14%) 0 (0%) 2 (66%)
k9 37 (80%) 5 (10%) 77 (52%) 45 (30%) 6 (8%) 49 (68%)
mapbox 5 (62%) 2 (25%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
news-android 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 32 (80%) 3 (7%) 2 (20%) 8 (80%)
owncloud 1 (33%) 2 (66%) 67 (68%) 8 (8%) 0 (0%) 12 (80%)
owntracks 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 5 (29%) 2 (11%) 0 (0%) 2 (100%)
photoview 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
realm-java 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 8 (88%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
RedReader 6 (60%) 4 (40%) 34 (52%) 11 (16%) 0 (0%) 2 (40%)
robolectric 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Signal-Android 20 (71%) 4 (14%) 102 (61%) 31 (18%) 9 (11%) 51 (64%)
skytube 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 23 (76%) 2 (6%) 0 (0%) 17 (80%)
wikipedia 5 (45%) 4 (36%) 24 (51%) 16 (34%) 10 (55%) 5 (27%)
WordPress 28 (65%) 9 (20%) 140 (66%) 31 (14%) 22 (45%) 40 (83%)
Total 142 (65%) 47 (21%) 754 (61%) 241 (19%) 52 (13%) 271 (71%)

Table 8: #pattern for Each Projects

API Context Intent Cursor
Project old new old new old new
AmazeFileManager 0 4(3) 15(14) 17(15) 7(7) 9(9)
AndroidUtilCode 0 2(2) 6(6) 20(16) 1(1) 0
bitcoin-wallet 4(4) 4(4) 11(8) 12(8) 6(5) 1(1)
cgeo 1(1) 3(2) 26(20) 28(21) 10(10) 12(11)
codenameone 3(3) 6(4) 21(18) 24(19) 10(9) 10(9)
collect 1(1) 2(2) 14(14) 23(20) 9(7) 44(25)
ExoPlayer 3(3) 3(3) 4(4) 8(5) 0 0
fresco 0 3(2) 1(1) 5(4) 2(2) 3(3)
k9 8(5) 11(7) 36(33) 49(33) 27(24) 44(39)
mapbox 3(3) 4(2) 2(2) 1(1) 0 0
news-android 1(1) 1(1) 9(8) 10(9) 6(6) 6(6)
owncloud 0 2(2) 26(24) 25(24) 8(6) 9(6)
owntracks 0 1(1) 15(14) 10(10) 3(3) 2(2)
photoview 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 0 0
realm-java 2(2) 3(2) 3(2) 3(2) 0 0
RedReader 5(3) 5(3) 15(14) 21(19) 5(5) 4(4)
robolectric 1(1) 0 2(2) 1(1) 0 0
Signal-Android 8(5) 10(5) 31(23) 44(34) 16(8) 56(40)
skytube 0 1(1) 5(4) 9(8) 0 11(9)
wikipedia 1(1) 8(5) 14(9) 19(12) 3(3) 7(7)
WordPress 9(4) 13(7) 26(25) 41(33) 54(34) 22(21)
Total 27(15) 44(18) 158(123) 213(144) 141(96) 206(136)

(): w/o instance
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